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liro Mikami
Introduction
The Dominant seventh chord usually makes a solution to I. In tonal music, the progression of
dominate to tonic is the basic structure of harmony, with regard to cadential V or noncadential
V. Especially authentic cadence is important to construct the musical structure, which is
constructed by root positions of each chord. As seen in the Figure 1, I analyzed by observing the
distance of tonality between authentic cadence and other D-T progression.










In this case, this fragment is mostly constructed by D-T progression of G-major. We cannot see
the difference of key between each D-T progression. Next block of Fig.2, however, changes the
key of D-T progression even in the same piece.
Fig.2 Mozart Piano sonata K.283 1 movement (31 "'-'43)
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In this treatise, I will analyze further pieces by means based on this observing method, and
observe the dominant chord, which is the basic structure of tonal harmony.
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Structure of cadence
The analysis based on the structure of cadence is made by the cue of the authentic cadence.
Ex.1 is summarized as Fig.3.
Ex. 1 Bach Invention No.3
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This is the fragment of the piece written by Bach. This example was designated in my former
treatise. The close relationships between formal paragraph and authentic cadence can be
recognized in this analysis. In the tonal music, the existence of authentic cadence is the important
factor since it is concerned with the establishment of key systems. Furthermore, progression of
dominant to tonic which exists in the segment parted by the authentic cadence constructs the
framework of the musical structure.
Actual analysis
Haydn, Piano Sonata No. 49 1 movement
Ex.2 shows the paragraph of this piece and can be summarized as follows.
Ex. 2
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As seen in the Fig. 4, this piece can be divided into 14 parts indicated CD-@).





There are two ways to construct the segment divided by the authentic cadence. Firstly, the
authentic cadence exists within the segment, and begins the new phrase with the new chord.
Secondarily, the authentic cadence extends to the next segment, and the tonic of the D-T
progression plays a role as a beginning chord of the next segment. This segment is the former
one. There is no key change in this segment, but we can see the characteristics of the passing
chord indicated in the dotted slur, which is 5-D and D-T progression.
Contrary to this first segment, which exposes the theme on the situation of the key stability, the
next segment which is the transition, shows the difference of key and motion of the harmony.
The first chord of this segment makes for B b-major which is the dominant key, and this segment
includes progression of non cadential dominant to tonic which is established on the keys of E b-
major- C-minor-F-major. These keys are within the range of the secondary-key of beginning and
ending key of this segment.
It is generally acknowledged that @ is the secondary-theme of the sonata form. This is,
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The noncadential dominant progressions in this segment are only B b-major and C-minor.
This shows the stability of the key if it was observed from the harmonic motion's point of view.
The notes in the beam can be taken as the one dominant including the passing chords. The
position of the chords marked by the asterisk means the area of the pre-dominant, has diversity
of the structure, while the dominant does not have diversity. This chord of subdominant or pre-
dominant, which followed by the dominant chord as a resolution, has the vital factor to
characterize the harmony.
1 Turek,Ralph mentioned in his book as follows. 'The theme of the second tonal area . . . J The elements of music Vo1.2 158
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® begins with tonic of B b-major and ends in the dominant seventh chord of the same key.
This is almost constructed by the noncadential D-T progression of the B b-major key. The fifth D-
T progression is the deceptive cadence, and the next two progressions of E b-major and C-minor
are in the range of secondary-key. However this last C-minor is a deceptive cadence and extends
to the cadential six-four chord via the German sixth. This segment is occupied with many D-T
progressions of B b-major since this is the coda and has to establish the tonality. In this meaning,
however, it is characterized by the harmonic change in the ending part, the new material of the
52 bar looks interesting.
@ is, an especially former part, the succession of the chromatic neighboring tones, and
establishes B-major while inserting the D-T progression of C-minor.
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@ is beginning of the development of sonata form and constructed by 15 measures. This block
starts on a B-major and reaches to a dominant of C-minor.
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The D-T progressions included in this block show the cause from B b-major to C-minor via
changing key of B b-major -E b-major - F-minor-C-minor. The D-T progressions in this block
accounts for about 55%, and as a result, it becomes instable harmonic structure.
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This block is mostly constructed by the D-T progressions one of which reaches to Db-major.
This key is the farthest distance from the main key of this piece, and the area using this key
forms the ganglion of this Development.
Even though these two segments of (J) and ® show a big change on the musical structure, they
are connected by the same chord. This is the only case not to conclude the segment by the
authentic cadence.
® begins with dominant seventh chord of F-minor and ends on the same chord of E b-major.
The D-T progression changes to B b-minor, F-minor, and then C-minor.
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The dominant chord of this last C-minor is connected to the dominant of E b-manor directly. If it
was taken as one chord from 125 bar, the ratio of D-T progression occupying this segment
becomes 44%. It is lesser thanthe segment ®. We can see the unstable tonality in the Ex.3.
Ex.3117-119
The segments from ® to @ are the Recapitulation of sonata form. All of these segments are
constructed by the transit from tonic to dominant of E b-major, showing the tonal stability.
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® is almost the same structure of CD.
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@ is the area of the second theme. We cannot see the fragment of the first theme as we can






Eb: Eb: f: Eb:
@ is the closing part and shows its way to E b~major and F-minor. This D-T progression of the
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@ and @ are segment of coda. The segment or @ is the expansion of the coda. Though there
is an applied dominant in the former part of this segment. The D-T progression of E b-major
repeats in the latter part and establishes the tonality.
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As mentioned above I pointed out the important aspects of the cadential structure through the
analysis of the piece written by Haydn. We can see most segments are divided by an authentic
cadence. All the segments of this piece are divided by an authentic cadence except for 106bar-
108bar. The D-T progression of noncadential dominant mostly occupies a segment. Most of the
segments are occupied by the D-T progressions, and few subdominant or predominant chords
playa role to embellish these D-T progressions. It can be said that the third in that most of the D-
T progressions are within the range of closely related keys. Finally, most of noncadential
dominant resolve to tonic chord.
Conclusion
It is needless to say that we have to take the background of history into consideration in the
case observing harmonic aspects. Though the analyzing one piece of Haydn would not be enough
to bring to a satisfactory conclusion, we can understand the same conclusion through an analysis
of other pieces of the same age. I am sure that I can get the transitional aspects of the cadential
structure by looking into the change of basic cadential. I would like to make a progress in my
observation with this method.
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